A time domain system of equations is proposed to model elastic wave propagation in an unbounded two-dimensional anisotropic solid using perfectly matched layer (PML). Starting from a system of first-order frequency domain stressvelocity equations and using complex coordinate stretching approach with a twoparameter stretch function, a second-order formulation is obtained. The final system, which consists of just two second order equations along with four auxiliary equations, is smaller than existing formulations, thereby simplifying the problem and reducing the computational cost. The discrete stability of the solutions for a given mesh size is examined with the help of a plane-wave analysis of the corresponding continuous problem. It is shown that increasing the scaling parameter of the stretch function leads to significant stability improvements for certain anisotropic media that have known issues. Numerical computations for different isotropic and anisotropic media are used to illustrate the results.
Introduction
Numerical simulations of wave propagation in an unbounded media need special truncation methods to avoid spurious wave reflections from the computational domain boundaries. Absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) [1] were first used. Such conditions work well when the waves are normally incident as in the case for 1D simulations, but this approach has limitations for higher dimensions. A more effective technique, as first described by Bérenger in 1994 [2] , is to terminate the computational domain with a perfectly matched layer (PML). Figure 1 illustrates the use of such a layer consisting of a hypothetical absorbing material that terminates the computational domain in such a way that the waves decay exponentially with negligible reflections from the outer boundaries, regardless of the incident angle. This is true for the case of an infinitely fine mesh i.e, for the continuous limit. In practice, a non-zero mesh element size causes some numerical reflections from the inner boundary of the PML, but these can be made very small, making PML an efficient means for modeling a variety of wave phenomena such as electromagnetic waves, acoustic waves in fluids, and elastic waves in solids.
For electromagnetic wave simulations, Bérenger [2] showed that by adding specific Figure 1 : Illustrating the use of a perfectly matched layer (PML) for achieving nearperfect modeling of the solution to the unbounded wave radiation problem.
conductivity parameters to Maxwell's equations perfect matching and decaying of the propagating waves in the PML could be achieved. An alternative method is to assume that the material contained within the PML is a uniaxial anisotropic media [3] [4] [5] , generally referred to as the uniaxial PML approach. In this method the original form of the wave equation is retained but with frequency-dependent tensors as the material properties which makes it suitable for frequency domain simulations. A third method with greater generality and flexibility is the complex coordinate stretching approach [6] . In fact, the conductivity parameter introduced by Bérenger [2] can be thought of as a parameter in a stretch function that extends the spatial coordinate in the layer to the complex plane. The addition of more parameters was subsequently proposed with the aim of making the method causal [7] . Although the original PML was subsequently found to be causal [8, 9] , other benefits accrued from this new multi-parameter stretch function. Specifically, it was found that strong absorption occurred for the evanescent waves, improved absorption occurred at grazing angles [9] [10] [11] , and improved stability was achieved in the PML for certain anisotropic elastic media [11] [12] [13] .
Many PML formulations have been introduced for elastic wave propagation [9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] as well as for general hyperbolic equations [19] . Amongst these the split-field formulations usually make use of a single parameter stretch function and are typically described by systems of first order equations with double the number of physical equations such as those used by Bérenger [2] . Unsplit field formulations use the physical fields variables along with extra auxiliary variables that are typically needed to obtain the time-domain equations from the frequency-domain equations. The use of multiparameter stretch function usually requires a convolution to obtain a time-domain formulation, leading to the name convolutional PML [20] for many of the unsplit field models. The majority of these formulation uses a large number of equations (10 or more) to describe elastic wave propagation in the PML which affects the computational time and resources. Stability is a known issue in PMLs [9, 11-13, 21, 22] , especially for some anisotropic solids. Some methods for addressing this problem have been proposed [9, 12, 13] . In particular, by controlling the stretch function parameters and the mesh size the discrete stability was improved for certain cases where the corresponding continuous problems were unstable [12, 13, 22] .
The purpose of this paper is to introduce second order time domain formulation for elastic wave propagation in isotropic and anisotropic solids in two space dimen-sions. Second order equations emerge directly from Newton's second law which make them more robust as compared to the first order velocity-stress system of equations [22] . Moreover, the second order equations are more readily implemented in common numerical schemes [23] , such as those used in PDE software packages like the finite element method-based (FEM) COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, Mass., U.S.A.) as used in this work. Other advantages accrue from using this formulation. First, it has a smaller number of equations than the classical and convolutional models, thereby simplifying the numerical implementation. Second, it has greater longtime stability for certain anisotropic media that are typically unstable in classical PML simulations. A simple method to further improve the discrete stability is proposed. In the next section we describe the background needed for obtaining the PML equations.
This is followed by the derivation of our second order formulation. Then, with the help of a plane-wave analysis, the stability analysis is formulated. Numerical results are presented and discussed for both isotropic and anisotropic media.
Background and materials

Elastic wave in solids
The propagation of waves an elastic medium can be described using Newton's second law, Hook's law, and the linear approximation of the strain. These lead to the following three equations respectively:
where u i are the components of particle displacement vector, σ ij , and ε kl are the components of the symmetric stress and strain tensors respectively, C ijkl are the components of the fourth order elasticity tensor with the following symmetries: C ijkl = C ijlk = C jikl , and C ijkl = C klij , and d is the number of space dimensions which is 2 for this work.
The source of energy that excites the elastic medium can either be embedded in the boundary conditions or added as a load victor to (1). The above three equations together with the symmetry properties of the elasticity tensor enable the problem to be expressed as two second order equations in terms of the displacement vector:
Another way to formulate the problem is through a system of first order equations in term of stress and velocity. These can be obtained using the same equations as used to obtain (4), leading to
where v i = ∂u i /∂t is the velocity vector component. In such a formulation five first order equations are needed to describe the problem. Namely, two velocity vector components, v i and four stress tensor components, σ ij , which are reduced to three due to the symmetry in the stress tensor (σ ij = σ ji ).
Materials properties
All media considered in this work are orthotropic, which is a special case of an anisotropic media whose axes of symmetry coincide with x 1 and x 2 . For such a medium the elasticity tensor has only four independent components. For simplicity and consistency with the notation commonly used [24] , we replace indices 11 → 1, 22 → 2, 12 → 3, and 21 → 3, so that the Hooks law for orthotropic media becomes
The elasticity coefficients are displayed in this notation in table Table 1 .
For the purpose of validation, testing, and stability analysis, we chose five media whose characteristics are shown in Table 1 . Material I is isotropic (C 11 = C 22 = C 33 + 2C 12 ) while the others are the anisotropic materials. In particular, media II, III, IV are identical to media II, III, IV as specified by Bécache et al. [25] , and media V, which was also studied in [9, 12] , corresponds to zinc crystal. The isotropic medium was used to test our PML and, by comparison with theoretical predictions, to validate the results of our numerical simulations. The anisotropic media was mainly used to study the stability. 
Plane waves and slowness curves
To better understanding the wave propagation properties for equation like (4), it is useful to consider plane wave solutions of the form
where u 0 ∈ C 2 is the polarization vector, or the amplitude of the wave with wavevector k ∈ R 2 and angular frequency ω ∈ C, and i = √ −1. The dispersion relation between k and ω, can be obtained by substituting (7) into (4). Assuming ρ = 1 and that C ijkl are constants this results in a fourth order polynomial given by
where δ ik is the Kronecker delta function. For an orthotropic medium this can be written as
which is the characteristic polynomial of (4) for the orthotropic case. We will refer for the four roots of (9), ω n (k 1 , k 2 ) where (n = 1...4) as the physical modes.
Consider the following two conditions on the elasticity tensor
C 11 = C 33 and C 22 = C 33 .
If the first condition is satisfied then the four roots of (10) are all real. Moreover, if the second condition is also satisfied then the four roots will be distinct enabling the group velocity to be defined by
which specifies the direction of energy transport. The slowness vector defined by S = k/ω provides a convenient means for understanding the dispersion relations. Since (10) is homogeneous in k and ω, it can be expressed as
For the materials in Table 1 slowness curves, which are the plot of (12) , are shown in Figure 2 . The inner curve corresponds to the fast wave (the longitudinal or quasilongitudinal) and the outer curve corresponds to slow waves (shear or quasi-shear). The phase velocity, V = ω/ |k| = ±1/ |S|, in each propagation direction can be obtained from the slowness curves. In this work, the maximum and minimum phase velocity for a given material will be referred to as c max , and c min respectively. In addition, following from (11), the direction of the group velocity is normal to these curves. Bécache et al. [25] found that the stability of the split-field classical PML depends on the shape of slowness curves and they called this the geometrical stability condition.
Complex stretching of the spatial coordinates
A perfectly matched layer can be constructed by the analytic continuation of the spatial coordinate to the complex domain inside the PML region [6, 26, 27] . Assuming that the region sufficiently far from that containing the sources and inhomogenities (see Figure 1 ) is linear and homogeneous, the radiation solution can be written as a superposition of harmonic plane waves [26] . Because these waves are analytic functions Table 1 .
Phase and group velocity are indicated for selected points.
of the space coordinate, the radiation solutions are also analytic and are subject to analytic continuation [18, 26, 27] .
A coordinate transformation x j →x j (x j ) : R → C is performed wherex j (x j ) has the value of x j inside the physical domain and is continuous everywhere. Since homogeneity was assumed close to and inside the PML region, x j appears in the differential equations only as a partial derivative. Thus, the original wave equation in x j can be transformed into a one inx j merely by replacing 1 / ∂x j by 1 / ∂x j . This transformed equation has the same solution in the physical domain as the original equation, but within the PML, it can be made an exponentially decaying solution with no reflections at the interface. Unfortunately, solving this differential equation along contours in the complex plane can be challenging. This can be avoided by transforming the complex coordinate back to the real coordinate x j [26] .
Within the PML the spatial coordinate in the PDEs only appears in the form of spatial partial derivatives. As a result, instead of defining the transformation x →x, the relation between ∂x j and ∂x j suffices for the transformation. If the complex stretch function is defined as their ratio, i.e., s j (x j ) = ∂x j (x j ) / ∂x j , then
Since the stretch function is a complex function in x j , it can be expressed in the twoparameters form:
where the damping coefficient, β j ≥ 0, is responsible for damping the propagating wave inside the PML. Moreover, the scaling coefficient, α j > 0, is responsible for either stretching (α j > 1) or compressing (0 < α < 1)the coordinate. The angular frequency, ω, was added to make the damping wavevector independent. In the physical domain (see Figure 1 )x j (x j ) = x j , so that β j = 0 and α j = 1, whereas in the PML, β j > 0 and α j can differ from 1.
To illustrate the effect of the complex coordinate stretching, consider the simple case of the 1D oscillatory solution shown in Figure 3 original wave is evanescent, the roles of α(x) and β(x) are reversed. Thus, if α(x) > 1, the decaying of evanescent wave amplitude will be increased, as shown in Figure 3 (D).
Appropriate choices are now needed for the stretch function parameters α j (x j ) and β j (x j ). Despite the absence of a rigorous methodology for their choice [17, 18] , polyno-mial functions are often used. For the scaling coefficient, this can be expressed as
and for the damping coefficient
where d is the thickness of the PML, 2x 0 is the dimension of the physical domain, which is a square centered at the origin as shown in Figure 1 , m and n are the polynomial orders, andα j andβ j are constants that represent the maximum values of α and β respectively. The value ofβ j can be expressed in terms of the desired amplitude reflection coefficient (R j ) due to the reflection from the outer boundary of the PML.
For normal incidence, and assuming α j = 1, it can be shown that
where c max is the highest wave speed which in the case of an isotropic solid, is the longitudinal wave speed. The choice ofα j in (15) depends on the desired scaling (stretching or compression) of the original coordinate. The scaling of the original coordinate is simply the derivative of the real part ofx j with respect to x j , which is equal to α j (x j ).
Hence, the value ofα j is simply the maximum scaling of the original coordinate in the j th direction. The orders of the polynomial functions, m and n, in (15) and (16) can theoretically be any integer, or even zero. Linear and quadratic polynomials are usually used, and will be used in this work unless mentioned otherwise.
When α j is set equal to unity in (14) , the stretch function simplifies
, which is the classical stretch function. Another form of the stretch function was introduced by Kuzuoglu and Mittra [7] who added a frequency-shift parameter
, leading to a PML formulations that are usually called convolutional frequency shift (CFS-PML). We chose to use a two-parameter stretch function as described in (14) . Besides terminating the evanescent waves, other advantages accrue from making α (x) = 1. As will be shown, it can be used to improve the stability in the PML. Moreover, the choice of α (x) > 1 can improve the absorption of near-grazing incident wave by bending the wave direction more toward the normal [23, [28] [29] [30] . For brevity, the functional forms for
will not be used in the remainder of this work. All other coefficients of the PDEs are assumed to be space-dependent only.
Formulation of PML for elastic wave propagation
With the help of the above background, our time-domain PML formulation can be introduced for the wave propagation in unbounded solids. The derivation starts from the first order velocity-stress equations in the frequency domain and concludes with a second order PML time domain equations in term of the velocity field.
Frequency domain
Because the stretch function s j (x j , ω) is a function of frequency, the PML formulation which uses complex coordinate stretching starts in the frequency domain, and then, if needed, the time domain formulation can be obtained by using the inverse Fourier transform. The frequency-domain PML equations can be obtained from Fourier transforms of (4) by replacing x byx, followed by the use of (13) to transform the coordinates-stretched equations back to the original coordinates yielding:
In this expression it should be noted that inside the physical domain where
reduces to the frequency domain form of(4). In the PML region, (18) can be looked at as the original equation but with a fictitious medium whose density is s 1 s 2 ρ and whose elasticity tensor is s 1 s 2 C ijkl /s j s l . Both of these coefficients are now complex and frequency dependent.
To obtain the velocity-stress formulation for the PML, we proceed in a similar manner to that used to obtain (18) leading to:
Either (18) or (19) can be be used for frequency domain simulation. In addition, (19) will be used in the next section to obtain the time domain equations.
Time-domain formulation
We proceed by first splitting each of the stress field components in (19) into two nonphysical components, σ 1 ij and σ 2 ij , while keeping the velocity field components unsplit.
Since s 1 s 2 /s j in (19) does not depend on x j it can be placed inside the x j derivative, leading to
Multiplying the first by −iω, the second by s l , and expanding s 1 and s 2 using (14),
The time domain form of (21) can now be obtained by taking its inverse Fourier transform without a need for convolution (−iω ⇒ ∂/∂t), leading to
By substituting ∂σ l ij /∂t from the second to the first and simplifying, yields
Noting that if j = l, then (β 1 β 2 / β j ) − β l = β l − β l = 0 so that only four of the eight split stress components σ equations that can be expressed as
, and c = β 1 β 2 . It should be noted that the number of equations in (24) is less than that present in the classical form and the convolutional form (typically 10 and 13 equations respectively [23] ). Other time domain PML formulations follow a similar pattern.
If preferred, a set of displacement time domain PML equations can readily be obtained by integrating (24) with respect to time. Since the coefficients of (24) are time independent and A ij is only an auxiliary variable, this results in equations of the same form as the above equations but with the velocity field, v i replaced by the displacement field, u i . It should be noted that, in the physical domain, the two equations in (24) are decoupled, and the displacement form of the first one is identical to the original equation, (4), which should be the case for any valid PML formulation.
Stability in the PML
In general, when m, n = 0 in (15) and (16), (24) is a variable coefficient PDE in the PML. However, to study the stability of the variable coefficient problem, it is helpful to assume constant coefficients, which allows use of the plane wave analysis approach [12, 13, 25] . In the physical domain, we know that the roots of the characteristic polynomial are real and there is no stability issue, but in the PML complex roots can be present leading to potential instability. When ω is complex, the plane wave solution, as given by (7), becomes u = u 0 e {ω}t e i(k·x− {ω}t) . Thus, the sign of the imaginary part of ω determines the stability of (24) . Specifically, if {ω} > 0, the solution grows exponentially with time, alternatively if
then (24) is stable.
Numerical results and studies [13, 25, 31] have shown that instability starts in in one or both directions of the PML, but not in the corner region where the full PML equation is involved. Just one direction for the stability analysis will be considered, namely, the x 1 direction, where β 2 = 0 and α 2 = 1. For this case the 8 th order characteristic polynomial of (24) is
where F 0 is defined by (10) . Assuming ω = iη, which makes (26) a real-coefficient 8 th order polynomial in η and, according to the complex conjugate root theorem its roots,
, come in complex conjugate pairs. Hence Lemma 1. , The roots of (26), ω (k 1 , k 2 , β 1 , α 1 ), come in pairs: each pair has the same imaginary part and the real parts differ only in sign.
If none of the four pair of roots of (26) has a positive imaginary part, stability in the x 1 direction of the PML is assured.
First, consider the case in which α 1 = 1 . For this case (26) is identical to the equation forF pml as given by Bécache et al [25] as part of the dispersion relation of the classical split-field PML (see their equation (64)). Using the perturbation techniques, they studied the stability of F 1 (ω, k 1 , k 2 , β 1 , 1) and found, among other results, the following:
1. All the necessary and sufficient stability conditions could be expressed in terms of the elasticity coefficients.
High frequency stability geometric condition (Theorem 2 of their work):
It is necessary that all points on the slowness curve satisfy
for the PML in the x j direction to be stable. This means that the j th component of the group velocity is in the same direction as the j th component of the slowness vector, which can be readily identified on the slowness curves shown in Figure 2 .
Violating this condition usually causes the most severe instability. The geometric stability was also found to be necessary condition for other PML formulations [12, 13] .
3. Because of the symmetries in the orthotropic media, it is enough to consider the first quarter of the k−space (k 1 > 0 and k 2 > 0).
To find the stability condition for our PML formulation, we need to consider (26) with the general case of α 1 = 1. By inspection, it is evident that the roots of any unstable roots to become stable. Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of our constant coefficient continuous problem, as defined by (24) , are exactly the same as the ones reported by Bécache et al [25] for their split-field system. Figure 4 shows the effect of increasing the scaling parameter on the roots of (26) for material III in Table 1 . In (A), the imaginary part of the unstable pair of roots are shown for a range of wavevectors in the first quarter of the k−space, for the case of α 1 = 1. In (B), the same pair of roots is plotted over the same range of wavevectors but for the case of α 1 = 2. Indeed, as suggested in Corollary 1, the roots were just shifted.
Corollary 1 shows that incorporating the scaling parameter will not improve our continuous constant coefficient problem in (24) . Though, since PML is meant to be used for numerical simulation, the more relevant question is whether the stability of the discrete problem that corresponds to an unstable continuous problem can be improved?
In fact, this was shown to be case if the unstable continuous modes are not well resoled by the discrete mesh [12, 13, 22] , specially for second order formulations [22] .
If the unstable modes of the PML formulation shown by (24) were in higher wavevec-tor range than can be resolved by the mesh, then our discrete model could be expected to stable. On the other hand, if the unstable continuous modes are resolvable, increasing α 1 shifts the modes to higher wavevectors which might improve the discrete stability. This will be the case if the modes of the lower wavevector, which now cover the resolvable range, have a smaller imaginary part. To investigate this, we return to the dispersion relation given by (26) and let ξ = k 1 / α 1 (remember α 1 > 1). For a fixed value of β 1 , the roots of the dispersion relation are continuous functions in term of ξ, and k 2 thanks to the implicit function theorem. Noting that decreasing the value of ξ is equivalent to increasing α 1 or decreasing k 1 , as ξ → 0 the dispersion relations becomes:
which admits no solution, ω(k 2 ), with a positive imaginary part. in fact, two of the four pairs of roots of (28) have the imaginary parts equal to −β 1 , while the imaginary parts of the other two pairs are equal to zero. Since the root of the dispersion relation are continuous functions in term of ξ = k 1 /α 1 , it follows that: Theorem 1. By increasing α 1 beyond a certain threshold, the discrete stability of (24) starts to improve.
In fact, the results given in subsection 5.2 provide evidence that supports Theorem 1
Numerical Methods and Results
In all our discrete studies, the source of excitation was a 1 mm diameter infinite cylinder embedded in an infinite 2D medium. To model the infinite medium we assumed a physical domain of 1.0 cm 2 surrounded by a 1.0 mm PML. The boundary of the cylinder was assumed to vibrate normally (unless mentioned otherwise) with a velocity, whose normalized time-dependence is given by the first derivative of a Gaussian, i.e.,
where f 0 is the dominant frequency and t 0 is a source delay time. For all numerical experiments f 0 = 1500 Hz and t 0 = 1 ms. 90% of the energy of the signal is contained below the frequency f c = 1900 Hz.
COMSOL Multiphysics was used in combination with MATLAB to numerically solve (24) using the finite element method. Dirichlet boundary conditions were used throughout: specifically, v = v 0 (t)n on the surface of the cylinder and v = 0 on the outer boundary of the computational domain, wheren is the normal unit vector to cylinder surface. A square mesh was used for the PML region, but we retained a triangular shape in the physical domain. The choice of an appropriate mesh size is governed by the shortest wavelength of significance for the propagating pulse, i.e., c min /f c . Since a second order shape function was used in our finite element method the mesh size was taken to be h 0 = 1 5
(c min /f c ), which corresponds to ten degrees of freedom per wavelength. For time discretization we used an implicit method, specifically the generalized alpha method. Compared to explicit methods the stability of implicit methods is not as sensitive to the choice of the time step, time step size of just less than h 0 /c max was used, which is sufficient to make optimal use of the mesh.
Model validation
Simulation of wave propagation in unbounded isotropic solid is presented in Figure 5 where snapshots of the propagation pulse described by (29) are shown for three instants of time. To test the accuracy with which these simulations describe the propagating pulse, we made use of the exact solution for a monochromatic compressional wave caused by an infinitely long vibrating cylinder in an unbounded isotropic solid [24] . By multiplying this with the Fourier transform of (29) [12, 13, 32] , one of which is to calculate the maximum magnitude of the particle velocity in the physical domain v , and to see how this evolves in time. This is shown in Figure 7 for the isotropic material as well as for material II, both of which have no stability issues. The discrepancies in the energy curve is due to the fact that makes it more sensitive measure to any reflection.
Anisotropic solid: stability
The last three materials in Table 1 violate the stability conditions as described by by Bécache et al [25] . For these, the plane wave analysis was used in order to study the stability. This approach assumed that all the coefficients of the PDE, including α j and β j are constant throughout the PML. In spite of these assumptions, the plane wave analysis provides a valuable guide for achieving stability in the discrete variablecoefficients problem [12, 13, 25] .
Plane wave analysis results
The imaginary parts of the roots, {ω (k)}, of (26) were numerically obtained, using MATLAB, over a range of wavevectors appropriate to our analysis. Since the materials being considered are orthotropic, it is sufficient to study the first quarter of the k−space [25] . As discussed earlier, the stretch function parameters were assumed to be constants.
For all cases, β 1 that corresponds to a reflection coefficient R 1 = 1 × 10 −6 was used.
Material III is the most challenging in terms of stability [12, 13, 25, 32] since it severely violates the geometric stability as expressed in (27) . This is evident from the slowness curve of Figure 2 . For this material the effect of coordinate stretching, making α 1 > 1, was examined in detail and reported in Figure 4 which was discussed in section 4, and Figure 8 which will be discussed below. But our interest is in discrete solutions so that the question now arises as to what would be the effect of this shift on the discrete problem.
To answer this question, we note that the highest spatial frequency that can be numerically resolved in each direction is π / h 0 . Dashed lines are included in both graphs of Figure 8 to represent this threshold. It is clear from (A) that unstable roots with positive imaginary part are present in the wavevectors range that can be resolved by discrete models, i.e., below the dashed lines. Hence, we expect the FEM simulations to be unstable for this case. On the other hand in (B), the unstable roots are shifted beyond the wavevectors range that can be discretely resolved. Therefore substantial increase in the stability of the FEM simulations is expected. Similar results were also obtained for the x 2 direction but, because the violation in the x 2 direction for this material is very severe a higher value for α 2 was needed to ensure stability over the same range of wavevectors.
Similar plane-wave analyses were performed for materials IV, and V. For material IV, even with α 1 = 1, the unstable pair of roots were found to occur at higher wavevectors than those that can be numerically resolved and hence, these should be stable in the FEM simulations. For material V, the unstable pair were below the dashed line over for α 1 = 1, suggesting the possibility of a numerical instability.
Finite element results
For the discrete FEM simulation, α j and β j are not constants, rather they are functions of x j as shown in (15) and (16) . Since the unstable modes are usually the quasi-shear modes [25] , the media was excited by tangential vibrations of the cylinder surface in order to have most of the wave energy in that mode. Figure 9 shows the FEM result for the three unstable materials using the classical stretch function, i.e., without introducing any scaling coefficients. This was achieved by settingα j = 1 in (15). In (17) the reflection coefficients were chosen to be R j = 1.10 −6 , and in (15) and ( Figure 5 , but propagating in three different anisotropic solid media, namely III, IV, and V as specified in Table 1 . The middle column snapshot times were chosen to approximately correspond to the quasi-shear wave being absorbed by the PML. The color maps on the third column are in decibel scale. Figure 10 shows propagation snapshots for materials III and V at the same times as in Figure 9 , but with the valueα 1 = 1,α 2 = 10 for V, andα 1 = 20,α 2 = 90, and m = n = 8 for III. Note that α j changes from 1 toα j though the PML, hence, higher order polynomial were used for highα j in order to get smoother change in the PDE coefficients at the interface between the physical domain and the PML. The comparison of these two figures shows the effect of increasing the scaling parameter of the stretch function on the stability. While the instabilities disappeared for all directions in material V and in the x 1 direction for material III, some instability remained in the x 2 direction causing some energy to be reflected back to the physical domain. This is likely due to the severity of the violation of the geometric stability in the x 2 direction for this material. Nevertheless, comparing Figure 10 (C) and Figure 9 (C) (noting the use of dB scales), the use of a higher value for the scaling coefficient, α j results in a major improvement in stability for material III. This conclusion is also evident in Figure 11 that shows the manner in which the energy in the physical domain evolves in time as in materials III and V in both cases.
Conclusions
Using PML approach we have addressed the problem of wave propagation in an unbounded, linear anisotropic solid in two dimensions. A time-domain second order PDE has been derived using complex coordinate stretching. An important advantage of our formulation is the small number of equations. Specifically, two second order equations along with four auxiliary equations which, to the best of knowledge, is the smallest number so far reported to describe wave propagation in solids using a time-domain PML formulation. This simplifies the problem and reduces the computational resources needed. Moreover, by reducing the formulation to a second order, use can be made of a wider variety of second order numerical schemes. Figure 9 shows the stability improvement for both materials.
With help of the plane-wave analysis, we were able to stabilize the discrete PML problem for a wide range of otherwise unstable anisotropic media. This was achieved by increasing the value of the scaling parameterα j sufficiently to move the unstable roots out of the discretely resolved range of spatial frequencies. Only two parameters stretch function was used in our formulation, while more parameters are usually used in formulations that were reported with methods to stabilize the problems. While achieving one the best reported results in stabilizing the PML problem, our method has the advantage of being simple. Discrete stability can be simply improved by increasing the value of the scaling parameter. 
